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The BBC’s Research and Information Unit
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managing and maintaining the
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unstructured Word documents, which
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content management and version
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The Technology
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developed a complete end-to-end, web-
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based document editing and management

automatic collation of documents for an
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entire country and the production of PDF
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documents from the XML source using
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Arbortext’s Epic Print Composer. The
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Language (XML). XML provides the

of a button.

foundation for managing not only documents,
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the documents are composed.

The Solution

Benefits
By holding all information and reports as XML
documents using the new XML document
editing and management system, the BBC

Thousands of Word documents containing the

has met their objectives and gained complete

information required by the BBC were

control of previously unstructured

converted to XML so that all information can

information. The benefits include:

be held in a centrally controlled environment
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Using XSLT stylesheets, the information held

Efficient and streamlined management
and maintenance of the information set.
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On-demand search & retrieval from the

in the XML documents is presented both to
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customers via the Internet. In each case, the
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and versioning.

information is the same, but the view seen is
customised depending on the user’s
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information, CSW developed an XML editing
environment, using Softquad’s XMetaL editor.

Automated collation of documents and
production of paginated PDF documents

requirements and permissions.
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Future Development

workspace for the staff so that they are

Since successfully completing the BBC’s XML-

guided in creating information to a

based information management solution,

predefined logical structure. This new XML-

CSW have won subsequent projects to

based editing environment means that all

provide a full portal covering all other

users now follow an agreed document

products offered by BBC Monitoring.
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